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EFFECTS OF CLASS SIZE ON READING ACHI-EVEENT1_

I. BACKGROUND

The Board of Education and Madisbm Teachers recognize at

the reading ability of Pupils is fundamental to .the learning
process. -The Board therefore.agrees to design a study.to
examine the preponderant Variables believed to be .asSociated
with reading.sskills, The study will be with a variety of
control groups fromvarieussettions-of the City and shall.
accommodate the comparison of advancement of suCh groups with
class sizes of 20 with.class Sizes betweem 20 and 30., K73.
The Study shall.be conducLed.for a.period not to exceed three
years.. Teachers and.students participating in the Study shall
remain anonymous..:At the conclusion of the study, the results
Will be reviewed by-representatives of Madison:Tcachers and
representatives'of the Board of:Education and recoMmendations
submitted to the. Board .of Education for action.

The above quote is from. the 1973 negotiated agreement between-Madisell

. Teachers, Inc., and the Board of Education. The researchstudy which .

ensued.is the subject of this report

It is plausible to think that a student's reading ahievement is

somehow related to-the size of the studerjt's class. After all, fewer

people inthe student's class means less competition for the teacher's:time

and attention, which in turn might well have something to-do With chow well

the st,Ident learns to read. Of course, there are many other factors that

seem to relate to.reading achievement inhate student ability, family
.

environment, teacher skill, etc. -- 'but it is reasonable to suppose, in

the.absence of data to.the con.trary, that class size is,one. of the more

important contributory variableS. Research sEudies have shown that teachers

report that they feel better or feel it is easier tO accomplish more. in

1This Toport.is submitted in fulfillment of item Vfla.D:2. of Ole
Teacher's Collective Bargaining Agreement, 1973-74.
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smalier-sized classes. A plausible extension of these findings is that

studtnts might lean more.

If there'is als6 evidence that reading is an area where achievement ,

levels arehigher when class- sizeis, lower in 'the early grades,.then this
, ,

has implications for school policy,..since the ability.to read well is an.

important factor in later achievement. Thus, if lower class sizes mean

higher reading achievement, it would be in .the best interest of students

to ensure that their development not be handicapped by overly large

Classes.

1:udent achieveMent'is not the only factor to be considered here.

,Madison is a city i;i.th 'declining,schpol enrollments; future project.ions

for the trencito continue. Declining enrollments, unless cl:'..sssizes
tzr.

are reduced, means fewer teaching jobs.. Madison is also a city with a

teachers' union similar to many communities around.the country. It is

natbral for a teachers' union to',Iook out for what it perceivesto be the

best interests of its meMbers., And, like most other communities, Madison

is also a district with increasingly scarce financial resources. Decreasing

class size means a larger e);:penditure per pupil. Coupled with an educa-

.

tional budget 'that does not keep pace with inflation this means the Board
0

of Education has both ecOnomic as well as academieconcerns_ If -high per-

pupil expenditure 'and aoder class size go hand in'hand with 'higher school

achievement, then the economic burden might be byrhe more easily.; M6wever,

if class sizd-has no relation to student.achievemont, then decisions might

.be made differently.

All.of these previous factdrs should be confJidered When reviewing the

1)ae:-:ground. and out_com. of LhiF.; study. jn-su!nmilry, tTho study' walimplc-

mentod -for hOth political, econo:nic, ar1:1 rc:;earch purpose.

4



FHEVIOUS RESEARCH FINDINGS

First Of all, otherresearch is not helpfulj.f it cannot be generalized

to the Madison.situation, Although there is- a considerable-body of research.

-dealing with class size, generalizing from comparisonS among studies is often

difficult because of differendes bet:Veen the studies: grade levels inves-

,

tigated, subject matte, definitions of "large" and "small" class sizes,

the thing being. measurea (tea&hing style or student achieveMent), 'and

direbtion of resuits(did lower class'size have, a Positive or a negative:

effect.cinwhatever was being measured?).

If there is-any single conclusion to b 'drawn concerning the outcomes

.

of research on the effects of class size, it is.thatthe results are incOn--

sistent. For exampae, Flinker (1972) studied gains in mathematics and.

lan-c-ige arts Skills in one large and two small classes- His results showed

that largpr'gains, in both subject.areas, Occurred.inthe large class than.

in the Smaller classes. -Hut it is not meaningful to generalize the results

of this study o the naditon situation for at leasttv:o reasons: his Study

involved-seventh graders .and his definition of "small" class size (34)

would be large in Madison. There Were other confounding'factors, prominent

among which was the fact that the department chairman -- must probably a

highly skilled:and experienced teacher -- taught the large.group, with the

helpof an assistant, while other teachers taught the "smaller" groups

alone.'

In anOther study, Balow.(1967) showed that.there was higher reading

achievement in small'classes in-first and second grade, and the .benefit

seemed to be cumulatiNie. Moreover, therdifferences seemed to stem froM

achievement.gains of boYs xather than of,girls. However, the nature.,of

5
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of- arriving,at small-sized classes was somewhat. unusual. The procedure

used was that contrdl (large,-class) teachers taugh t. as usual with an

.average class size of 30, and-experimental (small-elass).teachers split

their classes (average size also-30) into two halves of15 each, and

-

taught reading to one- half before thc others came to school in the morning
-

.and to the second half after the first group had left in the afternoon.

It Wouldnot be'appropri4te to generalize the ..resUlts Of this study to

the situation in Madison urYless the school day here Were similarly adjusted:

a shortened day for pupils and/oFa lengthened day for teachcrs

These two research studies haVe been selected because the results

lead toward opposite conclusions and because neither .study's findings pan

legitimately be applied to Madison. The saMe situationseems to hold for

most of the vast quantity of dlass size research, ofwhich_here-are several:.

reviews.

One of the better known of these was'condueted by Blake (1954) who .

reviewd all the studies.dealing-with class size that he- could locate:..

Of"these 267'studies, 22 met Blake's criteria dealing.with adequate research

design, and of these,11 used student achievement as the outcome-variable

being measured.. Of these 11 studies, five sup*orted the hypothesis that

-small claStes produced-higher achievement;. the other-six did not in-fact,

three of them favOred large classes.

According td'Shiner'S41975)'literature review, Amei7ican,st;udies done

_since then often favor sMaller- clast. .sizes, whereas verSE:as studies solidly

favor large classes. A reeent litcratur& review by Shapson- (1972) reaches

the conclusion "the issue of class size is much more complex than appezirs.

at first glailce By.failin9 to coriLcol for:(Lhe nume-eou'f-; ver:Llis



involved), inconsistent results have been obtained between studies and it -is

difacult to get to the. heart of the effects of class size itself (p.2) ."

In a Iiteraturereview by,-Murphy (1975), the directiOn of reSults are.
-

inconsistent. The.hypotheSis that.small clasp sizes-produce uperior

student adhievement is-rnot oftensupported.

One'hypothesis concerning pupil achievement that does seem to have

evidence to.support it is that for certain population.subgroups who do not.

ordinarily meet With high success in public schools "Hurban' blacks, for

exaMple, or those with rather low IQ scores, or those froth lower socio-
.

economic Strata..." smaller class sizes do possibly benefit achievement.

Substantiation for'this hypothesis pan be found in Furno and Collins (1967),

Murphy (1975), and. Shiner (1975).. However, since. Madison does not have

partiCularly high proPortions oE any of these Subgroups, one Should not

generalize to Madison.'S sitUationfrom theSe tentative findings except

perhaps i::.individual school situations.

All this is.not to saY that'elaSs-size has no effect at all. For one

thing, achievement seems; to be better at extreme ranges of small class.

size " five or less (Moody-, 1972). Smaller'class size also Seems to have .

a positive effect in two other areas: teachers' attitudes and .classrobni

,
instructional proceSs. There is a goed'deal of recent research to support

thesc,statements. The reatler is referred tostudies.by Olson (1970) or any

of several literature revi-tiZs--- (Blake, 1954;.Heim, 1972;.. McKenna and Olson,
, .

1975; Shapson, 1972;:Templeton,-1972;.Vincent, 1969).- HOwever, this

report'dcals with the relation betWI.-.!en'clasS" si.te and pupils' reading

achievement, and 'hence' 'such variables as-classroom onvironM.-!nt or teachers'

feelings will not' be considered althou,Th the effect on them may'well be

important. 7.
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In summary, two quotes are offered:

.I conclude that while reductions in class size can often.be

justified in terms of teachers' sanity, pleasant classroom atmo-
sPhere,'and other advantages, they are hard to- fili'istify in to.rms'

of test scores. (Jenks, 1972, p. 98)

Purther:

'One main conciusion.is that research findings are relatively
clear and Consistent on -the fact that benefits-to students of
minor,changes in the pupil/teacher ratiO are non-existent, 'or at
best.so small as to be'nOn-measurable. It has, already haen

.ppinted out that there are significant benefits,to teachers,
however. The issue remains a controversial one.then, but one in
which the appropriate policies of school boards and departments
of education are fairly clear in a time of fiscal beit-tightening.
Naturally, teacherll will and should oppose (policies of increased
classsize), in their own interests._ but, it is clear, from the
evidence cited above, that this opposition cannot rationally be

based on the'quality of education or- the.consequences for student

achievement (COleman, 1966, p. 10).

As a final note concerning the existing-class- size literature, it

'should be mentioned that not ohly arc there inconsistent findings among

individual Studies, but there are disagreements even amOng those who

.summarize frOm reviews of the literature. The review by McKenna and

Olson (1975) states "students learn the basic skills better and master

more subject matter content when teachers have fewer rather than More

students" (p. 31). The review written by Ueim (1975), on the other-hand,

states ",..there seems to be little elSidence.to suggest that, within-

fairly broad limits, class size has any general effect upon (achieve-

ment)..." (p. 101). These somewhat antithetical generalizations are not.
1

each based on a single study. Each review has over 70 entries in its list

referenees. . Yet a comparison of these two important, large-scale,

contemporary reviews comes up 'with the surprising result: that there is'no

overlap between-the two lists of references, even thoUgh el-ich review.
.

.

cite.three or more. ditinct research bullet-ins from the same research



institute.. This finding is somewhat less surprising, perhaps, if Or1-2.

recalls that the whole topic oE class. si.z.e is politigal and econo.

.It should be mentioned tha.t the first . review was published. by a.national

teachers' organization while the second was. the product oE a group much

more.closely allied to school administrations. It appears-that everi .

reviewers of the research literature are biased.

III. THE PLAN AND ADINISTRATION OF THE STUDY

Pursuant to the negotiated agretment quoted at the beginning- of

this report, the task of carrying out the study was. assigned to the adison

MetrOpoiitan School District's Research and Development Departmtint.

Recognizing the senSitfVe.nature Of the situation and wishing to avoid:-

any possiblecharges,of.bias.or faVorismit was decided to give the

responsibility .for the overall plqi, as well as its administration in the

first Year, to someone outside the public schools altogether. We thereCo-..e

called upOn a professor at the University of Wisconsin. He agreed to

undertake the supervision of the project, and delegated the major part of

the task to a candidate for a master's degree in educational psycholo-jy.

S.

This.plan called air information to:.be gathered on a number of

variables,such ones.aS sex, socioeconomic status, reading achievement,

intelligence,lattitude-toward-reading, parent and teacher variableF., and

average clasd of the pupils. The variables are defined in detail

/
in Section V of this report. .The data was,collected at.three separate

times,.at ti,e end of each of the three school years: 1973-74, 1971-75,

/

and 1975-/6.
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Alth,ngh attempts were. made'to have everything go.smoothly, ono can

expect difficulties to Occur in any such longitudinal sLudy, and,especialiy

one borne in 'such a sensiLive, political-economic context as Lho prosent

study. There were particularly.di,fficult problems with getting the study

underway. Madison Teachers;'Inc. had asked the plan for the study be

sUbmitted for their critique to a couple of professors in the field' of,

reading. Due to delays from several sources, the critique arrived about

the time the first year data had started bein4gathered. (If the'data._

collection had not begun, the study would have been delayed for a ,year.)

In addition, some teachers felt that the reading test wus an inappropriate

one to give first graders ancLwould render invalid results,-although the

te.9t had been tried out on first graders across the country. Finally,

there was a laWsuit broughtby parens.against certain adminisLrators of

Madison Metropolitan-Schools for various,reasons, and it took several woeks

to get the mattex resolved' outside of the/court.

/

Alp6Ugh the st6dy did prOgress smoother after it had been underway,

-there were a few other.problems. Because pf budget and personnel limitations,

the decision w'as 'Made to :2.stritt the. sample pf students to those who'hal

been in either large or small classes the year before. -This had the effect,

of course, of cutting the sample size approximately in half; whichmeant

that the number of students in certain coptrol'groups was too.small to be.

analyzed. Fortunatelyithis procedure was not followed for the third year,

which otherwise Would have meant a.furthor reduction in sample-Size. In

spite of some of the' problem,: menLienod above, a cluite usable s'l!Tle of

.da.',ta was gathered and anEl-lyze at ercd Of Lhe 'third year. .The reitlainde

of this report e-.-:amines Llicyc2-y...oar daLa.

1 o



IV. THE VARIAHLIS

As in all-research, tho way one deCines'variables effects the way one

can interpret the results. In this study, tbe variables have the following

definitions:

,
Personal Variables consist of sex.(malei female); age, in months,

at entry into first grade; and soCioeconomic status,'as defined by a

modified version of Duncen)s Scale (BlaU.& Duncan, 1967). See Shiner

(1975).

Reading achievement is defined as three variables; deending upon

the grade level: being teste4...,At. the end of the first year, .the California

11chievement Test, Reading SUbtest, Level1 Form A, was- given. At the'end

of'the second year,.Level 2, Form A, of this tqst was given. For each 6f

these administrations, three raw scores were computed: vocabUlary, compre7

honsion, and total scores. The final achievement data collected atthe

end of the third year were raw scores on the Reading test of the Sequential

Tests of Educational Progress (STEP) , Form 4B.

Intelligence variables were. c011ected only during the first year,

using the.Short"Form Test. of AcadeMic Aptitude, Level 1. Three variables

were generated: alanguage IQ score, a non-language IQ.score and the

total IQ score.

Attituide measures were collected twiee. At.tbe end of the second

year', an attitude-toward-reading test wa's administered, giving.one m6asunl.

:-

For-the third year, a .m.7)&ified version of this test was administered as well

"7

.as two questionS regarding attitude toward readrrtg. This yielded a total

fm.ir

11
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Parents ' ratings oE their children's atLitude towat:d 7roadincl V/C17u

collected; see Appendix C.

.Teachers' ratinCys oftheir students' interest in reading were a1so

gathered; see Appendix C.

ClasS size the principal Variable of interest, was collected three

times, once for each of -the three grades: The class size of a,student for

a given schOol year was defined to be the average of the four quarterly.

enrollment figures forthat 6tudent for that year. Note that this definition'

,IfieldS a higher measure' than if aVerage daily attendance figures are used.

Statistical summaries Of all' the. measures are,presented iti Appendj* A.

/
/

THE'SAMPLE

Before the analysis of the data is presented, it is usefUl background

to examine each of the variables finally selected in the context of the

sample to be analyZed.
.;

For the reaSons discussed in Section.IIT, the saMples of students

/
tested variedduring the three years of the,study,. and the results

.

tabulated in Table 1. These figures represent the data.which are of

sufficient quality to be analyzed. Since this is a longitudinal.study,

with students followed across three years, the lowest yearly sample size

is the theoretical upper bound on how many.students can be

.dinal sample; thus, the 850 students tested.i'n the second year determine

in the longitu-.

the upper bound. .Taking into consiCeration the fact that this nuMbor con-

tains stu.f"entS who-were ucrq to Madi!..;on Netropolitan 'school District...in the

second year, pluS many others who were not tested during-the fin:A-year. or.

12



the study,, oflEf would expect a lar:je attenuation of this upper bound.

Table 2 repre _tnts,this final, potentially usable, longitudinal sample

size of 517. Because this sample contains missing data on some students

on some variables, in.actual'analysis this figure of 517 usually ,-;ets

reduced to a slightly smaller number.

Table 1

Yearly Samples

.Numberl of Students

Number of Teachers

AverAge number of
Students Tested/
Teacher

Year
2

1708 850 1617

78 42 84

21.90 20.24 19.25
,

Table

Longitudinal Sample

Number of Students

NUmber of Teachers

Average number of
Students Tested/

, Teacher

13

Year .J.,

2

517 517 517

55 42 50

9.40 12.31 1q.34
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.

An important question is whether or not the studentS in the longitudinal

sample are representative of students in the general Madison population:

Since data were not cc ',2cted on all 'Madison student!.., this questicin, of

course, cannot be definitively resolved. But if the .small, longitudinal

.saMple is comparable to the larger samples which were tested, especially

the large first and third year samples, a fairly sound conclusion should be

possible. This analysis-was accomplished by comparing many of 'the:variables

,between the longitUdinai ,ample and the larger yearly samples. Discrepancies

were found, but.they were only very slight °nes. As an example, the average

-total IQ Score for the longitudinal sample was.110.5, while that for the

,

total year - 1 dample was 108.6. Achievement scores were'even less

discrepant, to the point of being insignificant. Similarly, small differences

were found for other variables. No major differences were found.for any

variables used in the analysis, so that it is reasonable to conclude that

the 517 students tracked for the three years of the study constitute a
4

fairly good representative ,sample.of Madison students;

For a.detailed comparative statistical description of the data,

refer-to-Appendix-11.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

'

The approach used,to explore and analyze the three years of data

collected in thiS study is a predictive approach. Research questions are

explored by attemPting to anpwer questions in the format,'"Docs knowledge

of particular information enable one to predict a variable of interest?"
or

In particular, in this study, the interest is to find the best wa},%1 of

predicting third-year reading achievement scores, ar: measured by the. STEP



test, given the other variables on hand. It is of'special int&rest to

determine if knowledge of a student's class sizes adds'anything toward

predicting the third-year reading achievement oE that student.

The first step is to examine how well-each of the variables, each

standing alone, .can predict third-year reading-achievement. . Table 3

illustrates that examination by showing, on a scale of 0 to 100 how.good

.
a'predictor of the STEP score is each/of the other Variables. A rating

of 100 represents perfect predictive ability, and 0 rePresents absolutely

nO predictive ability. -

The predictors generally fall into natural groups, making'it easy to/
, f

see which ones are the winners ofthe prediction competition. In first

place are the pfibt reading achiev.etent variables following in second

place are the teachers.' ratings of students':reading.achieVement; and in

third' place are the total and language IQ variables.

As can he observed, class siz6, by itself, is.virtually a non-predictor

..of third grade eading achievement. Given this fact, one would not expect.

that further analysis would reveal any predictive utility, but,neverteless,

.

it is important to determine if Class size, in combination with'other

-Variables, is useful.in predicting STEP scores.

This was attempted inthe next analysis. The question asked was

whether a Weighted sum of a variety of variables includi!lg class sizes

would give more accurate predictions than the weighted sum without class
;

sizes. That is, given a variety of variables, does kno*ledge of students'

class sizes improve the prediction of third Year-re6ding achievement? -The

comparative analysis was performed using a weighted sum of the,CAT-11Otals

for year one and two, the IQ total scorc,., tr,gchf2rs' 1,-ptings,' the 1;e:.;t.

15
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Table 3

PredictOrs of STEP'Scores

Rank Predictor RaLng*

1 CAT-Total (Year 1) 48.1
2 CAT-Total (Year 2) 47.0
3 CAT-Comprehension (Year 1) 45.6
4 CAT-Comprehension (Year 2) 44.0
5 CAT-Vocabulary (Year 1) 41.8

,

6 CAT-Vocabulary (fear 2) , 37.7
7 Teachers'. Rating - Item 2 '30.2

8 Teachers' Rating Item 1 26.1
9 IQ-Total 21.3

10 IQ-Language 18.2

.-11, Parents' Rating 7 Itedi 5
12 Parents' Rating - IteM 2

' IQ .--.Non-language,

'Attitude-Picture Test (Year 3)
Ab Attitude - Question

16 P'arents',Rating - IteM 3 4,7.
17 Attitude - Question 2 3.9
18. Socioeconomic Stattjs.- 2.8

*19 parents' Rating - Item 7 2,6
20. Sex Icoded t4a10=1, Female--40 2.i..

,

21 Parents' Rating 7 Itern 43 .
2.0..

17.6
13.6
10.7
7.2
6.8

Class Size. (Year -35
23 Attitude Picture Test (Year 2)
24 Class Size (Year 2)
.25 Parents' Rating - IteM 4 .

26 Parents' Rating - Item 6
27 Class Size -(Year 1)
28 - Age

.'-

... ..._.

'1:3.

0.5
.0.4

0.3
. 0.0.
0,0

*Ratings weru computed bT.squaring the correlation between the predictor
variable and the STEP variable,'and then multiply:ing by 100.

16
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parent rating, and the year thrcsc Attitude Picture Test score. When the

best weighted sum was computed using these variables and the three class

sizes, this weighted sum used as a predictor of STEP scores received a

prediction rating of 60.2 on a scale of 0 'to 100. Without the three class

sizes; the best weighted sum of the variables used as a predictor of STEP

scOres was rated .59.6. This is only a loss of .6 rating points, demonstrating

that knowledge of class sizes does not significantly improve.the prediction .

of third year reading achievement when other variables are included in' the

prediction. Sinc-ethe best individual oredictor. (year one.CAT total score),

had only a rating of 48.1, the use of several predictors in combination is
-

a considerable improvement, but class sizeisnOt a variable which. Contri-:

butes to the improvement in prediction.

Although class size, per se, does not add any significant infOrmation

toward predicting third grade reading ability., there still remains another

ou'estion.. Do students who sper1 their first three years:of school in

small classes.read better than the students who spend those years in large

classes? The final part of the data analysis examines this question.

-7 The first difficulty in answering such a question, however, is:deter-
..

.mining a suitable definitiOn of "small" and "large". The nuMber of

students in a class one chooses to usein separating "small" from n.arge"

can certainly influence the outcomeof the . analysis. In this'study; two
.

definitions were attempted.
7-3

First the School Doardhad cssehtially proposed that "small" b

definectto be.sizes less than'or equal to 20. Unfortunately, out of...the

517.-students in our analysis satple, Only o
*)

ne student remaincd'in classes

of 'Size 20 or smaller for each of,the.threc years, and 401 were in classes

17
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.larger than 20'for three years, Clearly,. no comparison can .bc made

between such groups. There are at least two-pessible.explanations

such results. One, the 4chool Board was not aware thaL so few'students

are consistently in small (less than dr equal to 20) classes for .grades

one -Lb three; or two, thie School Board's definitiOn was based on average.

daily attendance figure; which Wouldbe lower'than enrollment figures;

which are what were,used in this study. Table 4_shows the'percentage

distribution of studentsby class size foi- each .year. Using year one and

tno aS estimates (recall that middle range sizeswere excluded from the

.

second year)., it can be seen that only slightri m r than'-'7. percent of

students are enrolled classes of size 20 or fewer.

In the light of,this, an'alternative definition was used:' "small"

would be defined as.a size less than or-equal to the median class size

for a particular. year, and. "large" would be a size larger than the yearly

median. Thus, the "small" classes consist:cc-1.ot students Who wert! in.

average yearly.enrollment 'sizes less than or equal to medians of 23.60,

1

23.66, and 23.24 for grades.one, two, ana three respectively. The "large"

----.-----7group-consited -of-those students in_61ass sizes above those. figures. This

giyes eight possible class size patterns for the three years, and the

analysiS showing mean STEP scores for,each of these patterns is presented.

in.Table 5a., Table 5b- showsthe'same reSults summariized by number ot

yearsslient in smallclasses.

Three oonclusions appear evident from this analysis. First, there-
'

is a slight trend toward lower STEP scores as the number:of years spent

in small clatses increases._ S6eond, there is A smal). but..sicinificant

difference between the reading abilities oE those students who spend all.

18 _



. Table 4.

Distribution of Students by tlass Sizes

Year

Size 3* 3*

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

-32

H

,

H

._

0.9

'1.0

1.0

0.0

4.4

3.5

21.2

8.3

19.8

17.6

8.9

7.6-

3.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.5

0.9

1.9
-

2.9

2.9

7.3
,

10.7

31.9

40.2
1

60.0

77.6

85.7

93.2

96.5

'.96.5

96.5

96.5

100.0

0.0

1.8

2.9

4.1

3.9

7.7

9.6

16:7

18.7

37 .

5.6

11.9

2.9

3.2

0.0

0.0

3.6

0.0

1.8

4.7

8.8

12.7

20.4

30.0

46.7

65.4

72.8

78.4

90.3

93.2

96.4

96.4

96.4

100.0

'

0.0

0.6

.0.0

1.2

5.3

3.7

10.1

28.5

150

11.6

.11.8

4.5

4.4

1.8

1.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.6

1.8

7.1

10.8

'20.8

49.4

64.3

75.9

876

92.1

96.5

98.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

\,,
\N

e

*Left cdiumn for.each year is relatiye
cumulative. percentage.

percentage;.,right column is
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Table 5a

.
STEP Scores,by Patternsof.tlass Sizes

k7or Years .1; 2, and 3

.Pattern

small'

large

small

large

small

large

small

large

Number of
Students

sr

Mean STEP
Score

small, small,

-small, small,

small, large,
.... . .

small, large,

large, small,

large, small,

large, large,

large; large,

(Total)

21-
.

76

81

75

81

69

42

72

31.81

29.24

31.27

33.02

26.71

31.26

28.50

34.15

. 517 30:94'

Table 5b

STEP Scores by ears Spent.in Small ClaSses

Years"in Number of Mean STEp

Small Classes Students Score

1

2

72

186

238

21

34.15

31.35

29.75

31.81

20
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-
'three years:'in small classes and those Wha'spend.all three years,in large

.classes. ,Third, studentS,consistentlyenrolled in sMall classes haye lower

reading, abilities than'those consistently enrolled in,large clastes'. This

third.conclusioli seems quite surprising.at 'first, because one would exiJect.

stUdents whip are in small claSses, in which a teacher can-give more irical

vidual attention, to learn to read better than students in'large classes. .
4

In' all likelihood,'lloweVer, this7Conclusion is confused With the prebability
2

_that manY.students who spend. moSt.years in small classes are in-fact

enrolled in special eduCation classes_beCause they need special help in

-learning to read.

Although thi*kind of information.was not collected_for this study,

-

'an analysis-was performed-toodetermine why students who are in small cla ses

,

for the first three.years perforM worse in final reading achievement than
. .

.

. .

students.in large classes forthreeyears. Table 6 contains theresults

of this analySiS, Which shows howmany stUdents are insmall, small, small

or large; large, large class sizepatterns,broken down by_attendance areas.

Note.thatail but four students in-the "small" group attended schools in

the LaFollette AttendancsArea,. while'all students in the "large"- group
,

____ _attended the West Area: Notice also that the mean IQ for the LaFoilette,, -. - -
.

"small".gropwas10.75 points lower'than the mean 'IQ for the West 'large":

group. Thisshould be,indirect evidence that StUdents who.consistently:

enroll in small classes would be expected to perform Worse_than those .

continually enrolling in large classes.
/-

21.
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Table 6

STEP Scores by'Attendanc&Area
For Small vs. Large Classes*.

Area

Mean STEP IQ

Score Total

. Memorial small 32.33
large 0 .--

West small 1 44.00

large 67 -34.58 111.3

'LaFollette small 13 29.69 '. aoi.8
large o ...._

East small 0

large

(Totals) . 84 30.94

6
*There are some diserepancies between.this and Table.5 since

ittendance area-data "was not-available on-all.the.S"tudeatS ..jjL

the analy*is sample
'

**"small".meanS Students were in'small classes for all three years

and similarly.for "large"..

2.
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.Te summarize this analysis, it should be concluded that differences i

'reading achievement.between students 1,11 consistently small Class patterns .

and those in consistbntly large class patterns is not due to class size;'

it is Most.probably due to different intelligence levels. Itwas-nOt

possible te control for this effect, . since-there arotoo fewstudents in

this 7.small" group. 'Also, the attendance area is anOther variable Which

Tis also.confounding the analysis.

Two 'final observatibns should be made before leavingthe 'analysis.

From Table 5 dne can-readily compUtethat 18 percent of Madison studeats

..(grades 1-'3) are contin6ally enrolled'in either small or large classes, and,

less than 5 pecent aro continually enrolled,in sMall classes.. Most

-
students are enrolled in mixed., Small-large class petterns Since most:-

grade one to, three students who-do enroll continually in small or large

clasrSes,do so in the LaFollettc or ,West Areas respectively,,this pattern.

;

is not typical, of the other attendance -zli-eas.

The results presented in the present study are'in.general corrobbrated

by the analysis that Shiner (1975) performed on the first year.data. She

found-only trivial effects that class size had, on first year reading achieve-.
,

0' ment, :with a possible exception for. children of blue collar workers, and,even '

--' these effects appeared to be quite unsubstantial.
.:

It would appear.that if class size'effects'are to be found, it will

. take quite an extensive search to find. them.. Even if-they art! found; it

seems prphable they will be quite small, and then the question is raised

.
as.to whether the cost inVolved in'implementing small classOs is worth the'

retUrn on the investmentin .terms of a very small gain in7reading achieve-.

ment scores. As Shiner (1975) Concluded after analyzing the first-..,'ear

data, "AcadeF.lic achievement research couldsbe done More profitahly.in an ,

area othei than clar::: 5ze . .

23
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A study was conducted to determine

achievemert for .grades one'to three. A-
,

517 representative Madison students was

the effects of class size on reading

thre--year 1ongitudinil sample of

constructed from gathering such:.
H

data as reading achievement; IQ; attitudestoward-reading measures; parents'.

and teachers' ratings efostudent interest in reading; sex, age, and socio-

ecenomic data; and average class sizes. Scores on the STEP tesE at the

end-of the third grade wdre:used-as a criterion of final reading aChievement,

.,

'Phe following results were found:

1.

prier

,

The best individual predictors of final.reading achievement were

1

reading achievelfient measures. 'The second and third best predictors- .

ratings of student intere,st in reading, and IQ, respectively,were teachers'

Other variables, such

parents'?ratingswere

reading aohievement.

as some attitud-toward--reading measures and.seme

not as good,but stj ll. significant in-predcting

2. -Class ie, used alone, is virtaally.non-prediotive

a.chievementl'

1

of keading

3. A better.Way of-predicting third year readineachievement is to

use.a weighted sum of various Variables: .prior reading achievement;

teacherS' ratings, IQ, a-parents' rating of:Students' interest-in reading,
. .

-

and a third grade.attitude-toward-reading measure.

:4.. ClasS
-

size did not contribute significantly -to the predjetion of-
./

final reading achievement when used in combindtion

'2 4

with the other variables:,



Deftning,a "small" clasS as one enrolling .20 or fewer-students,

.and'a "large" class as one enrolling more than 220.1ed.to:an iMpotsible

comparison b..2.tween small and large classes because only one of the 517

sampled. students enrolled in.such "small" classeS for three consetnAtive

years.' -(-401 of t1e.517 were enrolled in three cbnsecutive "large" classes.)

A

-Usin§ that definition of "small"and."large", it.is estimated

,

that slightly more than 7 percent:of grade one, two and three students_

were enrolled in "small ". classes during the year's of tIis study. ,

AnAlternative definition of "Stiall":and "large" was uSed, selecting

the median class'sizes for the- three years ai't-he7division point. The

nuMbers-were, approximately 23 to '24 enr011ed'students per 'class, This led

e) the following conclusions:

_

7.. .There is a slight trend toward.lower STEP:scores asthe number

of'years.in small classes increaSes.

8A There is a small-but significant difference between-the7,STEP. :

-
A

. ,

scOres-of those students who gpend all.three years in small classes and

those whovspend'all three years in large classes.

9. :This.diffeib-Hdd-E-Eri-th:Y-dirct±on'-of-students-in-contindal-------------
. D..

..

.

. .1
-.'

. .

.
.

'Small classes.having STEP scores lower.than'those ih continual large ,

-Iclasses.

. .

10.- The' conclusions reached in (17.7),7;i: (8), and (9) were. most li}zely

,a reSul,t,of, not differences in class,size, but differences in IQ.. Students

.with.lower aphear tb enroll in.more smaller classes than those With

;

-higher IQ:s, This probably represents the effec s of special educa-

. _
tion programs in Madison.

2.5



11.. Most students who are in perennially small Classes are in the

LaFollette Attendance Area;. most who-thproll in,perennially.large classes

are in the yesE,Area Other attendande areas have few such perennially

small Or large classes; students'in the other areas tend_to enroll in

mixed patterns of small and large classes.

. .

It isjmpOrtant that one interprets these conclusions rather cautiously.

Because of the result's described in (10) and- (11) above, it is.impossible

to know. if placing students, in.generaI, in smail classes, grades one td.

three, would have'any effect ontheir reading achievement scores.

whether small clasaes in the early grades can boost reading achievement

cannot be determined.from the recent experience of MadiSon

School District. A conervativeiconclusion from this stii'dy. that:there

is no evidence to Support the hypothesis that MadisOn stuc1entearolling

in small classes.will do better in reading than student-s carolling in large.'
a

Classes.

I

y
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Sex

-28-

Long. , Year 1 : Year 2 Year 3

% N % N % . N % N

Male 48.6 244 50.3 847 49.0 409 50.7 815

Fdmale 51.4 258 49..7 838 51.0 426 49.3 794

Total 502 1685 835 1609

SES (Scale of 0 to 15)

Long, Year 1

Median . 9.35 9:54

Mean 8.68 9.06

Standard Deviation 5.21 5.53

N 482 1369

,Class Size -.(Average enrollment for four quarters)

Longitudinal Sample

Year 1 Year-2 Year 3

Median 23.93 23.74 23.80

Mean 24.09 2:1.47 23.72

J.,

Standard'Deviation ,3.20 2.68 2.47

N 517 517 517

Yearly Samples

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Median 23.60 23.66 23.24

Mean 23.62 23.59 23.,59

Standard Deviation 2.72. 3.15 2.31

1708 852 1617

30



Attitude Tel,t (15 items)

-29-

Long. Year 2

edian 6.90 6.72

Mean
.

727 7.14

Standard Deviation 3.71 3.'48

514 851

Attitude-Picture Test (13,itemS)

tong.' Year.3-

Median 6.70 6.70

Mean 6.81 6.82 .

Standard Deviation 2.99 2.96

N 517 1617

'Attitude Ou&stions'

Question
Long.

1

Year
Question 2

3 Long. Year .3

Median,.
,
3.09 3.13 3.03 3.13

Mean 2.99 '3.03 2.88 2..93

Standard Deviation .96 :- .94 1.10: 1.09

N 517.- 1617. .517'/ 1617



IQ Language .

Long. year 1
.

,

.

Mean, ,
...

Standard Deviation -

._11

..

-%----

110.52 ,

12.55

492

108.65.

13.69.

1616

IQ - NOn-language -

Long. 'Year

pean 108.42 106.30

Standard Deviation 14.10 14.90

N. 497, 1639

IQ total

Long. Y.ear 1

Mean 110.44 108A1

Standard Deviation 12.81 /8.92

N 492 1613



CAT - Vocabulary (First Grade)

-31-

_Ygar 1.

Mean 78.59 77.15
,)

Standard Deviation 10.54 10.99

1., N 496 1669 -

.CAT - Gomprehension(First Grade)

Long. Year. 1

.Mean: 12.72.

Standard Deviation 6.46 6.43

N 481 1667

CAT - Total (First Grade)

Long. .Yeat 1

Mean 91.95- 89.99

Standard Deviation

N

15.44 16.10

481 1608

6AT - VO-cabulaLy_ (Second Grade).

Mean

. -Standard.Deviation

N

:;;.

Long.. Year 2

34.49 34.45
0

5.89 .955

510 .s2p.



CAT.- CoMprehension(Second Grade)

Long: Year 2

Mean 30.80 060
Stahdard Deviation 10.31. 10.41

N 510' .827

CAT - Total (SecOnd Grade)

Long. Year 2

Mean 65.29 65.01

Standard Deviation .15.25 15.49

510 828

STEP

Long. Year 3

Mean 30.94 30.65

Standard Deviation 9.75 10.11

. N 517 1617

3 4

. .



Teacher Ratings

'Item. 1

Item 2

o°

4

-33-

Percentages

Rating ',Long. 'Year 2

I .8 , 1.2
2 8.1 8.1,
3 28.6 26.6

' 4 26.5 27-.0
5 36.0 37.1

-N = 472 777

,
1.5

9.6 9.5
3 24.8 24.4 .

25.9 '26.2
5 38:4 38.4

= 471 776



Parent 'Ratings ,

Response

Percentages

Long.

1 0.0
2 0.0

Item_ 3 18.5
4 216.5

5 55.0

N = 426 ..

1.2
1.2

Item 2 22.1
20.0

5 55.6

N = 426

1 1.9
2 2.1

Item 3 25.4
4 20.2

50.5,

N = 426

1 0.2
2 1.4

Item 4 3 12.0
4 15.3

71.1

N = .426

a 6.6.

Iterti- 5 ' 18.3
37.1

ci 38.0

.N = ,426.

20.6

Item 6 79.4

N = 427

a .28.4

Item 7.

IteM 8

5:9 ,

94.1'

Year 2

0.0
0.4

16.1
26.1
57.3

624

0.9
1.3
20.8
20.1
57.0

703

1.6
2.0

26.0
20.6 ,

49.8

701

0.3
1.0

13.1
16.6
69.0

703'

5.3
19.9
37.4
37.4

703

19.6r

80.4

694

30.0
70.0

703

5.0
95.0

y. 4 = 427 704
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APPENDIX C

.PARENTS' 'AND TEACHERS' RATINGS FORMS
of

STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARD READING'

12,



;

Child's Name

School'

(

For each stateMent below, please mark how wall ehat statement describes.
7your child.'.Circle a high number if the statement is very true of yoUt\
child;-circlea. low number if the statement is not at all true of' your '

. child.

1. Ny child likes school.

not at all

. Ny child likes to read.

: I
Not at all

3 4 5
Sometimes Very much

2 . 3

..Sometimes

3. My child likes to receive books s gifts.

1 3
Not at ail Sometioes

4

4

. Ny child wants very much to learn hpw to read.

. 1
Not.at all

2',.`". .3

ametimes

4

J
Very much

.5

Very much

5

Very much

5. }tow often does your child read books or magazines at home?

a. Every day
b. About 4 timeS a week
c: About twice a week
d. Less than once a week

Do you read to your child?

a. Yes
b. No

7. Does your child have a public library card?

. Yes
b. No

Does your child bring books home fron school to read?



PArvr TWO:

TEACHEI: INTERVIEW rgym ,
,

TEACHERS' RATING OFTILEIR STUDENTS' .INTEREST IN READING:

)
_

On a class list of your students, p ease rateeach student on
charaCteristics:, . .

e

(1) how interested he or she is in'learning to read, and
(2) how much'he or she enjoys readihg.

1

,

Use the following scales to make your rating:

(1) Students' interest in learning to read.-

1 2 3 * 4 5
.

No interest in Average interest . - Very great interest
learning to read in. learning .t.o.read in Learning-to read

t

(2) Students' enjoyment of reading

1 2 3 5

Dislikes reading Average enjoyment Likes readim
very much of reading very much .

41


